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Interested in the History of Nursing? You may enjoy visiting the following websites:

- ANA's 100 Years of Nursing below are links to articles and other publications celebrating the rich history of nursing at Fletcher Allen Health Care:

- Historical Newspaper Clippings
  - Childcare facilities expanded (1968)
  - Hospital merger changes concept of nursing care (1968)
  - Nurses' influence in board planning (1968)
  - Nursing profession grows in complexity (1942)
  - Nursing programs to be merged (1966)
  - Fifty nursing schools represented (1963)
  - Talk on nursing (1954)

- Nursing Leaders From Our Past
  - Jean Harty (2005-2006)
  - Mary Bower (2002-2004)
  - Margaret Huest (1995-2000)
  - Pat Dore (1995-1999)
  - Sally Sample
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Medical History Collection

The Dana Medical History Collection contains books, manuscripts and journals from the sixteenth century to the present. The emphasis of the collection is American medicine and health care in Vermont. Dana Library also maintains a collection of old and rare medical instruments.

The bulk of the Medical History Collection includes College of Medicine History, Vermont Medical History, and instruments are housed in the Medical History Room within Dana Medical Library.

Not all material is housed in this location; see elsewhere for campus location. Search the library catalog for locations for those owned by libraries.

Dana staff members can assist you in locating medical history material.

Research assistance is available by appointment only.

Appointments may be made by calling the Dana Reference desk at (802) 656-2201 or emailing the Dana Reference department.